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The ASPluris mobile supply chain management system integrates 
directly to the ABM core accounting system, ensuring real-time 
visibility across the entire system. 

ASPluris services a number of markets from warehousing, logistics 
and supply chain through to manufacturing, engineering, 3PL, 
construction and contracting through a number of flexible modules 
that range from dispatch, receiving and transfer of stock to 
stocktake and stock adjustment. 

ASPluris runs on a rugged handheld data capture terminal or tablet 
which has the ability to read barcodes and RFID tags, speeding up 
data entry and ensuring accuracy.

If your business needs a system for your warehouse, shop floor 
or even out on the field, ASPluris is always connected to ABM 
through a web services application.

BENEFITS

 » Accurate real-time inventory visibility and processing

 » Ability to monitor staff KPIs such as time taken to pick

 » Elimination of picking errors

 » Reduced time for order picking

 » Scalable and modular

 » Fast ROI
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 » Ability to scan multiple pack size barcodes per product

 » Perform accurate stocktakes

 » Multiple location and warehouse inventory management

 » Pallet and/or carton label printing including SSCC labels

 » Date and batch code controlled inventory rotation

 » Volumetric Packing and freight Information
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ASPluris



FEATURE DETAILS

INTRODUCING A FULLY INTEGRATED 
   BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING SOLUTION

DATE AND BATCH CODE CONTROLLED INVENTORY ROTATION
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Where an ABM product is configured to use date and/or batch 
codes, ASPluris can be configured to guide the operators to pick 
the oldest products first. 
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ABILITY TO SCAN MULTIPLE PACK SIZE BARCODES PER PRODUCT

ABM products can be configured with multiple barcodes, where 
each barcode specifies a particular pack size.  For example, one 
barcode could specify a single product, another barcode could 
specify a box of 12 of the same product, and so on.  

When the barcode is scanned, ASPluris uses the quantity specified 
by the barcode. 

PERFORM ACCURATE STOCKTAKES

ASPluris fully integrates with ABM’s stocktakes, and operators are 
guided by the scanner as to what to count.  

ASPluris tells the operator how many of an item there should be, 
location by location.

PALLET AND/OR CARTON LABEL PRINTING

ASPluris is optionally able to print carton labels, then keep track 
of what is in which carton, and can then print pallet labels 
afterwards.

MULTIPLE LOCATION AND WAREHOUSE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

The same item can be stored in multiple locations or warehouses, 
and ASPluris keeps track of where the stock is.  

Stock can be transferred between locations or warehouses, and 
individual scanner operators can be restricted to operating in a 
single warehouse, or to a number of specific warehouses.

VOLUMETRIC PACKING AND FREIGHT INFORMATION

After dispatch, ASPluris can be configured to prompt for package 
measurements, and then send these measurements back to ABM.


